Six Sea Ranch access trails and Gualala Point Regional Park begin about 45 miles north from the mouth of the Russian River if following California State Highway One. Trailhead parking areas and restrooms are available at five of the coastal access trails where a short hike to outstanding coastal views can be found. Each of the six access trails & Gualala Point Regional Park provides access to the beaches by footpaths or staircases. Maintenance is limited at sites, so please carry out your own litter and report any problems that you may see. Visitors are urged to respect private property by staying on marked county trails. The Sea Ranch trails are private property and trespassing is illegal.

The trails are clearly marked from Highway 1. Visitors should use caution while turning off of Highway 1 to get in and out of the access trails’ parking lots. RV’s and vehicles with trailers are not allowed to use the parking areas. Parking is limited at Shell and Pebble Beach parking lots. For additional information, please call (707) 785-2377.